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Everybody loves a love story
told of a maid and a
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man but listen to my love story
it ended before it began
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A beautiful lady in blue
we met just like

gan
two shadows do not one word was said, she kissed me and
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fled and our little romance was thru
A beautiful lady in
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blue she thought I was someone she knew her lips so di-
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vine were not meant for mine the night seemed to laugh at us too
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How did I know she was lovely? there wasn't a
moon-beam a - glow how would I know there's a Hea
den
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un - less my heart told me so? a beau - ti - ful la - dy in
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and strange as it may sound to you a life - time was spent in
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one lit - tle mo - ment with a beau - ti - ful la - dy in blue blue